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Abstract - Distributed multi-robot system have been an active re- 
search field in recent years, and this poper focuses on the forma- 
tion control. When vehicles keep a formation, such as platoons, 
it may increase throughput in automated highway system. Thispa- 
perpresents a simple butpowerj2 formation repiesenfation method, 
which can present arbitrary or regular infinite formation, This po- 
per also proposes a kinematic control method ofmobile robots and 
it i s  proved convergence in maintainingformation. A architecture 
named virtual Operator Multi-Agent System is used to assist forma- 
tion o n m l  in joining robots info a team or in removing mborsfmm 
a team. It is also useful in formation split and mergence. 

Keywords: Formation, Robot Control, Graph, Multi-Agent Sys- 
tem. 

1 Introduction 
In recent years, dismbuted multi-robot systems have been an ac- 

tive research field [l]. One important application domain of the 
control and cooperation of multi-robot systems is Intelligent Trans- 
portation Systems (ITS). Two common goals of ITS are increasing 
transportation system capacity and safety [2]. When vehicles keep 
a formation, such as platoons, it may increase throughput of auto- 
mated highway systems (AHS) [3]. 

In this paper, we focus ow research on formation control. In for- 
mation control, [4] uses motor schema to keep formation by tbree 
principles: unit-center reference, leader reference, and neighbor ref- 
erence. The key idea of [5] is to let each robot keep formation with 
another specific robot, called a k e n 4  with a desired angle. In 161, it 
uses leader-follower control to maintain robots by a desired separa- 
tion or a desired bearing, and it can also perform formation switch. 
[7] models multiple teams of mobile robots by graph theoretic ap- 
proach. [8] uses virtual structures to maintain formation. [9] uses 
some simple algorithm to maintain several different formation, such 
as circle, polygon, line, etc. 

In tbis paper, we proposes a simple formation representation 
method, which is able to present arbitrary/irregular formations or 
regular infinite formations. Using the infinite formation method, it 
is easy to add robots into a team and they still keep the same for- 
mation. Conversely, we can randomly remove robots from a team 
without affectine the formation. In AHS. vehicles eenerallv kern 
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the formation of platoons infinitely, and vehicles can randomly join 
into or split from the platoons. The graph method in [6,  101 can also 
present arbitrary formations, but it cannot present a infinite forma- 
tion. [9] can keep formation with random number of mobile robots 
in simulation, but the algorithms only support several specific for- 
mations and it cannot support arbitrary formation. In addition, it can 
not move the whole formation to a target. In some situations, such 
as military attack, a system needs to both keep formation and move 
to a target. In tbese situations, the system cannot accomplish it. 

Besides the formation representation, we also develop a method 
of kinematic control to control mobile robots. We present some ref- 
erence models for mobile robots to maintain formation in tbe same 
team, and they are leader reference, predecessor reference, and SOB- 
neighbor refeerence. For multiple robot teams, an architecture, called 
VOMAS (Vimal Operator Multi-Agent System), gets the flexibility 
to control robots in multiple teams. 

In Section 2, we describe tbe method of formation representation. 
The reference architectures of formation maintenance are shown in 
Section 3. The kinematic control of mobile robots is presented in 
Section 4. We present VOMAS architecture in Section 5. The im- 
plementation is given in Section 6, and conclusion is given in Sec- 
tion 7. 

t 

R,(lD=ll t5 
R,(lD=Z) 

Figure 1: Edge Relation E(2,1,1,$) 

2 Formation Representation 
We use Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) to represent an arbitrary 

formation or a regular infinite formation. From the graph theory 
new, each robot is viewed as a node, and tbe relation between two 
robots as edge, Each robot is given an identity (ID), and the ID num- 
ber determines the robot’s position. We use leader-follower metbod 
to form the formation.. The ID number of the leader in a formation 
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is I .  Other robots depend on their ID and their corresponding edge 
relation to follow their predecessor with some fixed relation. The 
form of edge relation is described as follows. 

E(c,suclD,preID,l, '$), (1) 

which means when condition c i s  true, a successor robot, whose ID 
is suclD, follows its predecessor robot, whose ID is prelD, with dis- 
tance 1 and angle 6. Distance 1 is the distance between two robots' 
center and angle 4 is the angle between predecessorrobot's progress 
direction and direction from the predecessor robotto the successor 
robot, as shown in Figure 1. The robot platform in this paper is a 
circular holonomic robot, so that the minimal limitation of 1 is two 
times of radius of a robot. In Figure 1, it is an example of edge re- 
lation E(1,2,1,1,  d), which means robot Rz (ID=2) follows robot 
R1 (ID=]) with distance 1 and angle 4, and the condition is always 
hue (c i s  I ) .  Here, robot Ri is called robot Rz's predecessor and, 
inversely, robot R2 is called robot Rl's successor. 

? 

-* P.a#rerrolrrcfioo 

Figure 2: Arbitrary Formation 

Using the basic edge relation, we can express arbitrary forma- 
tions. In Figure 2, we assume the distance and angle between robot 
i and robot j are l i j  and dij, so that the formation F can be ex- 
pressed as 

F =  { E(1,2,1,Ziz , '$ i~)~ 

E(1,4,1,114,d14)> 
E ( 1 , 5 , 4 ; k r  $45)) 

E(1,3,1,113, '$13); 

Using this method, we can build any arbitrary formation. 
However, if the number of robots in a formation is large, even 

infinite, the arbitrary formation has limitation to express it, because 
an engineer cannot design infinite edge relations. To solve this prob- 
lem, we can use ID variables as a condition parameter to match the 
relationship between a predecessor and a successor to extend a for- 
mation to infinite. For example, Figurc 3 shows a infinite line for- 
mation and infinite column formation. For each robot's ID i, robot i 
uses the following relations to match its position to be a line forma- 
tion. 

F = {  E(1,2: 1,50:90"), 
E(i >2,i,i-2,50,90"+180°(i%2)) }: 

where % means modulus operator, so that the value of i%2 is the 
remainder of i over 2. From the relations, robot R1 is the leader, 
and it does not need to match its position by edge relations. Robot 
R3 (i = 3) maintains relation with robot R1 in distance 5 0 m  and 
in angle 270". Other robots can use these edge relations to know its 
predecessor and its corresponding position. Similarly, the column 
formation in Figure 3 is 

F =  { E ( l $ i , i -  1,50,180")} 

Figwe 3: Regular Infinite Line and Column Formations. 

Using this formation representation, we can express any regular 
infinite formation. We give another example of platoons, which is 
used frequently, such as vehicles in automated highway systems. 
The edge relations of the platoon formation are shown as follows 
and its shape is shown in Figure 4. .~. 

F = { E ( i 5 4 , i , i -  1,50:270"), 
E(i > 4 , i , i -  4,50,180")} 

Figure 4 Platoon Formation. 

3 Formation Maintenance 
The formatipn representation determines each robot's position in 

a formation. For formation maintenance, we use leader-follower 
method to maintain formation. When the leader moves, all other 
followers move together to keep formation. Several reference mod- 
els are designed and described as follows. 

Leader Reference. The leader reference is used when all followers 
can get the leader's information. For example, this reference may 
be used when global sensors are used, such as over-head camera, or 
when local sensors are used in few robots and each robot can detect 
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the leader. In the formation representation, it does not describe the 
edge relation between each robot and the leader. However, each 
robot can calculate, the edge relation between itself and the leader 
by recursively calculating edge relation between a successor and a 
predecessor until the leader. To maintain formation in this reference 
model, each robot follows the leader according to each robot's edge 
relation with the leader. 

Predecessor Reference. In this reference, each successor fol- 
lows its predecessor so all followers recursively follow the leader. 
This reference model is used when not all followers can detect the 
leader's information, such as using local sensors in many or infi- 
nite robots. The stability of this reference may he worse than the 
leader reference, because errors between a predecessor and a suc- 
cessor will propagate and increase to other successor followers. In 
the leader reference, errors only occur independently between each 
robot and the leader, and they do not propagate to other followers. 

Soft-Neighbor Refemnce. The soft-neighbor reference does not 
exist independently, and it is used to improve the stability especially 
for the predecessor reference. If a robot can sense other neighbors 
and know their ID, the robot can calculate the edge relation between 
itself and its neighbors from the formation representation. The robot 
build one or multiple soft relations to follow its neighbors, so that it 
has multiple predecessors and the stahility may he improved. 

4 Kinematic Control 
In formation control, when the leader moves, other successor 

robots follow the leader, so that the kinematic control of each suc- 
cessorrobot is needed. In Figure 5, it shows the position relationship 
between a predecessor (R1) and the current position and velocity 
direction of a successor (R2), and its desired position (g). The 
relation between RZ and R1 is in distance 1 and angle 6 (or vec- 
tor 1). Similarly, the relation between @ and R1 is I d  and 6d (or 
vector Id),  The velocity of R1 and Rz are vectors VI and va with 
corresponding angles O1 and 8,. 

vi 
t R. 

Y; 

Figure 5: Position Relations. 

We want v2 to lead robot R2 to approach @, so that we design 
the desired velocity of R2 as v:, shown in Figure 6. In v:, the ve- 
locity v1 will keep robot Rz follow robot Rl, and velocity VAI let 
robot Rz approach its desired position. Angle 0: is the correspond- 
ing angle of v;, and p is the angle between v2 and v$. We use 

standard WO linearization to design vector vAl [ 1 I]. The equations 
are 

A1 = I d - I  (2) 
Val = ala1 (3) 
v: = V l + V A , ,  (4) 

where ai is a constant. However, in physical robot control, we can- 
not control the robot directly by a vector v$. We need to give each 
robot a physical linear velocity scale v2 and an angular velocity wz, 
and they are designed as: 

v, = v: ' UVZ 

= Iv:lcosp 

w2 = - azp, 

where uz is a constant, tu2 is designed by linearization [ I l l ,  uv2 
is the unit vector of v2, and vz and wz have maximal limitation of 
vz,,,, and ~ 2 , ~ ~  depending on physical hardware limitation. 

v y @  . 
VU.. . 

X P '  

0: R, _. 

"t . 
Figure 6:  Desired Velocity Vector of Robot RZ 

In the following, we will prove that when robot R2 is controlled 
by (5) and (6), it will converge to its desired position and keep the 
same direction with its predecessor. 

Lemma 1 (v2 converges to v:). Using ( 5 )  and (6) ,  the velocity v2 
will converge toward desired v$ when v$ is fixed. 

Proof: 

0, = 0: + p .  (7) 

V$ is fixed, so 0; is fixed. Hence, 

Using linear differential to solve (6) and @),p can he a time depen- 
dent function as 

where CI is a constant. When t + m, p ( t )  + 0. Therefore, the 
scale of velocity v2 approaches lv$l (from (5 ) ) ,  and angle 02 ap- 
proaches e$ (from (7)). It is proved that v2 approaches v$. 0 

Lemma 2 (Position Convergence). Using ( 5 )  and (6), v2 will lead 
robot R2 to its desired position R: when v1 is fixed. 
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PmoJ From Lemma 1, v2 will approach vg, so that we can assume 
v2 as (from (4)) 

V2 = v1 V a l .  (10) 

The velocity difference between robot Rz and robot R1 is v2- v1 = 
V A ~ .  The distance between Rz and e is AI. Velocity V A ~  affects 
AI by 

AI’ = - v A ~ .  (11) 

From (3), ( I  1) and by linear differential, AI will be 

Al(t) = c z e P 1 t ,  (12) 

where c2 is a constant. When t + 00, Al(t) - 0. In other words, 
1 = Id (from (2)). It is proved that v2 will lead robot R2 to position e. 0 

Lemma 3 (Angle and Scale Convergence). Using ( 5 )  and (6), v2 
will converge toward vl, so that a successor’s progress direction and 
velocity scale converge toward its predecessor. 

PmoJ From Lemma 2 and (3), when AI - 0, vt,] + 0, so that 
v2 = VI (from (IO)). Therefore, it is proved that a successor’s 
progress direction is the same with its predecessor’s direction, and 

0 

Theorem 1 (Successor’s Convergence). Using robot control of ( 5 )  
and (6 ) ,  a successor will maintain formation with its predecessor 
when the velocity of the predcccssor is fixed. 

PmoJ From Lemma 2, a successor will go to its desired position. 
From Lemma 3, a successor’s angle and velocity scale will converge 
toward its predecessor. Therefore, a successor will maintain forma- 

its velocity scale is also the same. 

tion with its predecessor. 0 

Theorem 2 (Formation Convergence). Using robot control of ( 5 )  
and (6) ,  the whole formation will he maintained when the leader’s 
velocity is fixed. 

PmoJ From Theorem 1, the leader’s successon will maintain for- 
mation toward the leader, and these successors’ successors will 
maintain formation toward these successors by recursion. There- 

0 

Remark. If the leader’s velocity is not fixed, the robot control can 
not guarantee that the successor’s formation is maintained. For ex- 
ample, when a predecessor’s angular velocity is fixed and not zero 
(run a circle), ,the successor’s position will always keep a constant 
distance to its desired position. In this situation, the successor’s for- 
mation is not maintained. 

fore, the whole formation will be maintained. 

5 VOMAS and Multiple Robot Teams 
To design and control multiple robot teams, we propose an arcbi- 

tecture, called Wrtual Operator Multi-Agent System (VOMAS), to 
control multiple teams. We describe the VOMAS architecture first 
snd then describe the split and merge for multiple robot teams. 

- 

/ / I  Robot Context 

operator -- - 

Robot 

Figure 7: VOMAS Architecture. 

5.1 VOMAS 
The VOMAS architecture is shown in Figure 7. The main con- 

cept of VOMAS is a multi-agent system, especially a mobile agent 
[12,13]. VOMAS architecture is designed to control multiple robots 
with multiple missions for multiple users. User contexts are users’ 
processing environments, maybe computers or PDAs. Robot con- 
texts are generally physical robots. The robot dependent control or 
low level functions are designed in a robot agent. The robot in- 
dependent or user dependent functions and high level missions are 
designed in a virmal operator. These agents are described as follows. 

User Agent: A user can control the mobile robot through a user 
agent with a friendly graphical user interface (GUI). When the user 
wants to control a robot, the user agent needs to check whether or 
not the robot is controlled by other virtual operator. If it is availabli;’ 
the user agent creates a virtual operator to monitor and control 
this robot. At last, when the user does not need the robot to exe- 
cute missions any more, the user agent then disposes the virtual 
operator, and the robot is available for other users. 

Virtual Operator: A virtual operator is created by a user agent to 
receive, execute, and monitor missions for a user. When the virtual 
operator accepts a mission, it will clone itself and send the cloned 
agent to the robot context to cooperate with the robot agent to ac- 
complish this mission. When the virtual operator hishes  its mis- 
sion, it sends executed results to the user agent and then disposes it- 
self. In formation control, a virtual operator is generally designed to 
execute high level missions, which need the whole formation team 
to execute. For example, we can assign a virmal operator to the 
leader of a team to attack some position. 

Robot Agenk Robot dependent functions or low-level functions 
are designed in a robot agent. The architecture used in the robot 
agent is the behavior-based control architecture, because hehavior- 
based control can support reactive control. In formation control, 
robot control of maintaining formation is designed in a robot agent. 

The advantages of using VOMAS architecture is to have the capa- 
bility of dynamically changing executing missions. When a virtual 
operator executes its mission, the user, or a control center, can dis- 
pose current virmal operator and create another virtual operator to 
execute another mission on the robot. If we use this capability in 
formation, we can get benefits in joining a robot into or removing a 
robot from a team. In another aspect, a formation, whose leader is 
controlled by a vimal operator, can be split into two or more for- 
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Figure 8: Basic Formations. (A)Line, (B)Column, (C)Wedge. 

mation teams by assigning several new leaders and creating several 
virtual operators to control these leaders. In the following subsec- 
tions, we describe joining, removing, and split. 

5.2 Joining and Removing 
When a robot joins into a formation team, the leader virtual oper- 

ator, which controls the leader robot, assigns another virtual opera- 
tor, called follower virtual operator, to control the newly robot. The 
follower virtual operator knows its unique ID, the formation of the 
whole team (formation representation), high level missions of this 
formation, and other knowledge ahout the formation. The follower 
virtual operator moves to the robot context and cooperates with the 
robot agent to maintain formation. Conversely, when a robot is re- 
moved from a formation, the follower virtual operator is disposed, 
and its ID is released. Other followers may need to modify their ID 
and make some changes. 

5.3 Split and Mergence 
A formation can be split into two or more formation teams. For 

examples, if the army attacks two positions of the enemy, the for- 
mation of the army should split into two formation teams when it 
approaches the enemy place. In such case, we can assign another 
leader virtual operator to a suitable robot, so that all its successors 
will follow it to the newly assigned place to execute another mis- 
sion. After finishing missions, they can merge together and go back 
to the original place. 

6 Implementation 
In this section, we implement several different formations in sim- 

ulation. The robots in the simulator are circular bolonomic robots. 

6.1 Basic Formations 
From Figure 8, it shows three basic formations, and from left to 

right are line, column, and wedge formations. The top row shows 
the simulation results running for a while and it may not very stable. 
The bonom row shows the stable formation results for a longer time. 

Figure 9: Joining Robots into a Team. (A)Seven robots to form a 
column formation, (B)Adding three robots, (C)Automatically join- 
ing into the formation, (D)To form a column. 
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Figure IO: Platoon Formation and Split. (A)Platoon formation, (B) 
Formation split and approaching two targets. 
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physical robots and investigate a formal method to evaluate forma- 
tion stability. We will also investigate how the formation can im- 
pome the throughput of ITS. 

(C) (DJ 

Figure 11: A Wedge Formation Running Circles. (A)(B)(C)From 
start to running a Circle, (D)Tracks after running several circles. 

6.2 Joining Robots 
By the formation representation in Section 2, it’s easy to add 

newly robots into the same team and to maintain the same forma- 
tion, and the simulation results are shown in Figure 9. In Figure 
9(A), it shows that seven robots can form a column formation. In 
Figure 9(B), we randomly add three robots into the team in the sim- 
ulation. In Figure 9(C), these three robots automatically join into 
the team. In Figure 9(D), ten robots maintain the column formation 
stably. 

6.3 Platoon and Split 
A platoon formation is formed in Figure IO(A). This formation is 

maintained by predecessor reference, so that the stability is worse 
than other above experimental results, which use leader reference. 
In Figure IO(B), it shows that the platoon formation splits into two 
formations (the top figure) to approach two targets (the bottom fig- 
ure). 

6.4 Running Circles 
If we let the leader robot runs at constant angular velocity, the 

track of the leader will he a circle. In Figure 1 I ,  the three robots 
form a wedge formation. When the leader travels in a circle, other 
robots also follow the leader to form a circle with different radiuses 
(shown in Figure 1 I(A)(B)(C)). Figure 1 I(D) shows that the tracks 
after mnning for several circles. 

7 Conclusion 
A simple formation representation is proposed to present arbi- 

trary formations or regular infinite formations. To maintain forma- 
tion, a kinematic control method of mobile robots is described and 
proved convergence. Leader reference, predecessor reference, and 
soft-neighbor reference models are used to maintain formation. In 
implementation, it shows several simple formations, such as line, 
column, wedge formations. Using V O W S  architecture, it can also 
do flexible control for multiple teams, such as joining, removing, 
and split. In the future work, we will realize these concepts into 
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